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Come and see us at Domotex!
11th-14th JANUARY 2014
STAND No. H16 - Hall 06.
Having just returned from a very successful
NAFCD show (North American Association of
Floor Covering Distributors) in Chicago with
InstaFloor North America, we are now gearing
up for Domotex.
We hope you will be able to visit our stand
where we will be showing our range of high
performance flooring solutions, InstaLay,
InstaCradle, InstaSport and InstaStop.
If you would like a complimentary ticket(s)
please contact Paul Robson at
paul.robson@instafloor.co.uk
InstaLay is an innovative, environmentally
friendly, acoustic underlay system that is
extremely quick and easy to install.
Normally loose laid, it incorporates an
adhesive membrane that eliminates
messy wet adhesives and delays to
significantly reduce installation times and
costs. Durable, stable and providing
exceptional underfoot comfort, InstaLay is
suitable for Solid & Engineered Wood,
Laminates, Bamboo, LVTs, Vinyl, Carpet Tiles and Carpets.
InstaCradle and InstaSport acoustic/sprung undercarriage floors use a unique rubber
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crumb cradle that is guaranteed for 60 years. These adjustable raised floor systems, with a
service void, include on-site levelling and remove the need for wet screeds. InstaCradle is also
suitable for use with outside decking.
InstaStop is an exciting new range of upmarket non-slip door stops that are both practical
and stylish. Available in a striking range of wood effect finishes and funky colours, eye-catching
InstaStops are an attractive addition to any home or business.
Sustainable InstaFloor products are predominantly manufactured using recycled rubber crumb
granules from worn vehicle tyres, illustrating our commitment to providing environmentally friendly
flooring solutions. InstaLay and InstaCradle are genuine ‘cradle to cradle’ products that can be
recycled repeatedly, without losing integrity or quality or being ‘down-cycled’ to ultimately
become waste.
If you would like to arrange a meeting with us during the exhibition, please contact Paul Robson, or
just drop by for a coffee or a drink and see our InstaLay demonstrations – we’re sure you’ll be
impressed! We look forward to welcoming you to our stand at Domotex.
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